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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH ALTERNATIVE
FUELS

Rapporteur: Solomon Brown

An audience from the hazard industries
and also those with interests in subjects as
diverse as psychology attended an
evening event jointly hosted by the
Hazards Forum and The Royal Academy
of Engineering, at the latter’s premises in
London on Tuesday 22nd September
2009. The subject of discussion for the
evening was the ‘Risks associated with
alternative fuels’ – bringing forward some
of the diverse issues attendant with these
innovative technologies. Sir David
Davies, Chair of the Hazards Forum
welcomed everyone and thanked The
Royal Academy of Engineering for hosting
this joint event and also thanked the
sponsors, BP plc. He then introduced the
Chair for the evening, Professor
Haroun Mahgerefteh from the Chemical
Engineering Department, University
College London, whose main interests
were in the safety implications of
pressurised pipelines.

The hazards of the use of hydrogen as a
future fuel were discussed by Professor
Jennifer Wen of the Centre for Fire and
Explosion Studies, Kingston University,
the first of the evening’s speakers talked
about Fire and Explosion Safety of
Hydrogen – from fundamental research to
prevention, protection and mitigation,
where it would seem that the explosive
nature of hydrogen is matched only by its
ability to mask its source of ignition. The
cause of the safety issues discussed by
Janet Etchells from the Health and
Safety Executive’s Chemical Industries
Division were not quite so puzzling in a
presentation on Safety issues regarding
widespread manufacture of biodiesel,
given the home made approach by some
to the manufacture of Bio-diesel. The final
speaker Dr Panos Topalis from DNV
Software, gave a concise overview of
Improving Safety in Offshore Wind Farms,

and the risks foreseen in the use of
offshore wind turbines and the associated
platforms in a presentation prepared jointly
with Thomas Boehme from DNV Cleaner
Energy.

In his introduction, the chairman,
Professor Haroun Mahgerefteh,
mentioned that the presentations
addressed similar themes in distinct areas
– the importance of inheriting previous
experience within industries to improve
safety. Much of the technology
surrounding alternative energies is still in
its infancy, relatively speaking, though with
the hard won experience already gained
elsewhere many of the safety issues that
occur may have adequate solutions. The
need to reduce use of fossil fuels, both
because of energy security and the impact
on climate change, mean that these
alternative methods of energy generation
are inevitable.

Jennifer Wen gave an introduction to the
properties of hydrogen that makes it
extremely volatile and seemingly much
more dangerous than the hydrocarbons
used currently in the energy industry.

Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies

� Production
� Potential leaks from pipe joints or equipment malfunction …

� Extents of the flammable clouds - guidance on safety distances and sizes of hazardous zones.

� Explosion hazards - the built-up of such leaks in congested production plants and refill stations

� Equipment failure data as well as potential ignition sources

� Storage (on-board or mass storage on production sites)

� Very high pressure jets from either a pressure relief valve or a small crack in the pipes or connections.

� The effect of surrounding obstacles

� Transition from spontaneous ignition to a jet fire

� Impingement of jet fires on process equipment and storage systems

� Failure of the pressure relief device (PDR)

� Explosion – jet ignited in confinement

� Bulk transportation and distribution
� Failure of dispensing systems and customer error

� Hydrogen embrittlement

� Explosion and DDT in confined and semi-confined space (e.G. Refill station)

� Hazards assessment of a combined petrol, LPG and hydrogen refill stations

� Utilization
� The above plus the extra safety issues related to the handling of hydrogen by the general (untrained) public

Hydrogen Fire and Explosion - the Cross Cutting Safety Issues

Given these characteristics, the fact that
the nature of ignition in the reported fire
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and explosions seems to be unknown in
most cases is rather worrying.

Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies

�Small leaks due to permeation

�hydrogen embrittlement
�Boil off from liquid hydrogen storage

�Potential leaks from pipe joints or equipment malfunction …
�very high pressure jets from either a pressure relief valve or a small

crack in the pipes or connections

�failure of dispensing systems

Accidental release

Fire Explosion

Prevention, protection and mitigation

�Extents of the flammable clouds - guidance

on safety distances and sizes of hazardous

zones.
�spontaneous ignition and the potential

transition to a jet fire
�impingement of jet fires on process

equipment and storage systems

�the built-up of such leaks in congested

production plants and refill stations
�Explosion – jet ignited in confinement
�explosion in confined and semi-confined space (e.g. refill

station)

�Transition from deflagration to detonation

�conditions for preventing the dispersion and accumulation of hydrogen in the space

�the effect of surrounding obstacles

�guidance on safety distances and sizes of hazardous zones.

�equipment failure data as well as potential ignition sources
�Improved design and siting of pressure relief device

�size, density and layout of storage tanks.

�hazards assessment of a combined petrol, LPG and hydrogen refill stations

Hydrogen Combustion in the Context of Fire

and Explosion Safety (HYFIRE 2006-2010 €1M
grant from the European Commission)

- The Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies

Kingston University

supported by BP and the Health and Safety

Laboratory

Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies, Kingston University London

KEY RESEARCH AREAS

Spontaneous ignition appears to be a
possible reason for some of these
accidents.

The use of hydrogen as an alternative
energy source lies in its application in
extremely high pressurised environments,
e.g. power cells, the risk of spontaneous
ignition during the failure of such pressure
vessels thus seems extremely high.

Janet Etchells provided a wealth of
examples of bad practice in the
burgeoning Bio-diesel industry. The many
scales at which the production of Bio-
diesel occurs seem to encompass
everything from eco-warriors to massive
Oil and Gas companies. The most
worrying safety issues occur quite
predictably with the DIY of individuals and
small businesses.

Main Issues for HSE

� Hazardous Process

� Many inexperienced producers

� Some inadequate proprietary kits

� Growing number of incidents

She described how for established
industry the hazards associated with the
chemical processes are similar to those
posed by existing technology. The

inherited safety culture provides a sound
background in which to produce this fuel.
Many smaller manufacturers have little or
no experience in the process industry and
so have inadequate experience of the
hazards associated with the Bio-diesel
production.

Main incident types

� Leaks of flammable liquids

– n.b. methanol, leading to fires &/ or explosions

� Uncontrolled chemical reactions

– n.b preparation of catalyst solution

� Inadequate temperature control

� Unignited leaks

� Maintenance

– hot work on storage installations

� Inadequate PPE

– handling corrosive substances e.g. hydroxide

Janet gave examples of accidents seen for
small scale manufactures, often using
home-made or purpose built kits bought
from the internet. The danger posed by the
fumes produced from the chemicals
involved seems not to be understood,
precisely because of a lack of experience
in chemical processes that is seen in
larger industry. However, Janet showed
that even on a larger scale some
companies are capable of not taking
proper account of the risks, even putting
unprotected electrical equipment next to a
leaking flange, or not dealing with leaks.

Action by HSE
� Inspection

� Advice to inspectors
– Publicly available

� Guidance
– Aimed at SMEs

– Leaflet & simplified summary sheet

– Drafts currently available for comment

� Domestic fuel warning issued

� Targetted presentations
– farmers, etc

� Visits to equipment suppliers

She described some of the actions that
HSE are taking to combat this, including
freely available guidance on the internet,
visits to equipment suppliers, targeted
talks to industry groups (such as farmers),
and enforcement action where needed.
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Panos Topalis introduced the risks
associated with Offshore Wind Farms by
drawing parallels with experience drawn
from the offshore Oil and Gas industry.
Similar hazard analysis can be used to
highlight the potential safety issues and
guidance can be taken from the Offshore
Winds older brother.

Det Norske Veritas Slide 2

Overview

 PART I

Offshore Risks and Incidents

(North Sea Oil & Gas)

- Hazards

- Risks

- Incident examples

 PART II

Safety on Offshore Substations

(Joint Industry Project)

- Offshore substations

- Project objectives

- Participants

- Risk-based approach

- Contents of standard

Panos initially highlighted the infancy of
the technology and the history of meeting
unforeseen risks in similar existing
technology. This emphasises the potential
for meeting unforeseen hazards, which
requires a proactive approach going
forward. The novel hazards of this
technology are yet to be properly
researched, the impact of the significant
electro-magnetic field on a manned
transformer platform is simply unknown
and waiting for the ill effects to become
clear seems inadvisable.

Det Norske Veritas Slide 4

Hazards Examples

 Health & Safety

- Work at height

- Access/egress

- Being stranded

- Rotating machinery

- Live electrical parts

- Confined spaces

- Vapours and aerosols

- Vibration and noise

 Environment

- Pollution through oil

 Asset

- Technical fault

To man or not to man was shown to be a
defining issue, where the ability to
transport crew to and from both platforms
and turbines provides a new challenge.

Det Norske Veritas Slide 5

Hazards Additional examples

 Health & Safety

- Substation fire / explosion

- Fire in accommodation area

- Access & transfer

- High voltage

- Dropped objects / swinging loads

- Electro-magnetic fields

- Loss of communication

 Environment

- Transformer oil spill

- Diesel oil / aviation fuel spill

 Asset

- Main component fault

- Ship collision

- Explosion

Elsam/Eltra

The small area provided for access in the
turbines effectively rules out the use of
helicopters and so the use of boats, with
all the associated disembarkation risks,
would seem inevitable.

Det Norske Veritas Slide 16

Principal Platform Options

Transformer platform,

normally unmanned
(5 operational platforms and majority of

planned projects)

Note: Significant daytime manning during

first 6 ... 24 months

Transformer platform,

periodically or permanently

manned
(e.g. BARD Offshore I, Germany, 2010/11)

Separate transformer and

accommodation platforms
(e.g. Horns Rev II, Denmark, 2009)

Panos also presented the DNV-led Joint
Industry Project on safety requirements for
offshore transformer and accommodation
platforms. The result of this project is a
new standard DNV-OS-J201, which is
about to be published.

Det Norske Veritas Slide 19

Approach

 Compile background data (Oct 2008)

- Existing standards and design codes

- Participants’ experiences and best practice

- DNV’s experience

 Identify and evaluate hazards (HAZID), mitigate
risks

- Facilitated meetings with participants

 Develop specific design recommendations

- Performance (risk) based approach (less
prescriptive)

- Supported by relevant information from standards

- Checked against latest research / developments

 Study details as necessary (cost-benefit)

 Review (mid Jul – mid Sep 2009)

- DNV / JIP participants / external

 Issue standard (public, Oct 2009), project report
Picture sources: Energinet/DEA, DNV

A discussion followed which was at
times rather heated. This is
understandable given the combustible
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nature of the subject. All three
presentations seemed to carry the same
basic message, as these alternative
energy sources are all in their infancy the
experience of the concomitant hazards are
not necessarily fully understood. However,
as was highlighted in the presentations,
the hard won work on existing processes
may provide guidance on many of the
current challenges. Where there is no
similar process from which to extrapolate
knowledge, the application of robust
theoretical models may provide a guiding
hand and indicate possible mitigation
techniques.

The incomplete statistics given for
hydrogen accidents and the limited
compilation of similar data for the Offshore
Wind Industry make any statement of
safety difficult. It was suggested however
that the safety culture introduced through
the hazard industries and their proactive
approach, may mean that major accidents
and incidents are less likely. The question
of how this new industry will deal with
major incidents, when they have occurred,
is yet to be seen, however.

The dissemination of information on the
potential hazards of manufacturing bio-
diesel brought lively debate. Though it
seemed that everyone could agree that
production of such a volatile substance in
a garden shed was not only far short of
ideal, it was also worrying for
unsuspecting neighbours. Whilst HSE has
produced an internet safety warning, home
production for personal use is generally
outside its jurisdiction, and there are
difficulties in ensuring that such advice is
heeded by all of these renegade DIY fuel
producers. The plastic bucket production
of diesel in homes seems likely to continue
unabated.

Dr Steve Hall, formerly of BP and now a
consultant working at University
College London, in his concluding
remarks brought an industry view of the
alternative fuels discussed in the
presentations. He underlined the
importance of hazards in emerging
industries, citing the Hindenburg disaster

as an example of a single accident in the
1930’s which ended the adoption of new
technology, and incidents in subsequent
decades in the LNG and Nuclear
industries which have and continue to
hinder the adoption of these technologies.
He highlighted the limited use of bio-diesel
(made of methyl esters) in modern cars,
where conventional diesel (made of
alkanes) is required as a significant (90%)
diluent of bio diesel. Also the irregular
generation of electricity from wind turbines
which, until viable storage solutions are
developed, require the availability of
conventional power stations for the times
when there is insufficient wind. Therefore
the nature of the presented energy
solutions is that they rely on current
technologies to make their use viable, and
so as such are not a true alternative to the
current production of energy.

The event was entitled ‘Risks associated
with alternative fuels’ and the conclusion
was very much that the risk management
solutions developed for current industrial
practices may be extended to the
emerging processes. Where no direct
experience is available, the safety cultures
already embedded within current
industries allows a proactive hazard
identification approach.

The safety aspects of new technologies
are of great importance. Public safety
fears are long lived with a track record of
impeding the development of technologies
with a poor safety performance. Effective
management is required to exploit future
benefits.

The chairman for the evening thanked
the speakers for their contributions and
also those who contributed to the
discussion session. He then invited
attendees to network and continue
discussions over the light refreshments
which followed.

Some contact details:
> J.Wen at kingston.ac.uk
> panos.topalis at dnv.com
>Janet.Etchells at hse.gsi.gov.uk
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New Member of the Executive Committee

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

The Executive Committee is pleased to announce new member of the Committee. He is Bill
Bardo who joins as the Royal Academy of Engineering observer.

Professor Bardo FREng is Technical Director of the Ministry of Defence’s Systems
Engineering for Autonomous Systems Defence Technology Centre. He is a Fellow of the
Royal Academy of Engineering and also advises them on Visiting Professor Schemes. He is
the current President of the Institute of Measurement and Control.

He replaces Professor Ernest Shannon CBE FREng FIAE who was a member of the
Committee for many years. His contributions over that period of time have been greatly
appreciated by the Hazards Forum.

RSSB and its role in the GB railway industry

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

RSSB has been a member of the Hazards Forum for many years. It is a not-for-profit
company owned and funded by major stakeholders in the railway industry, but is
independent of any one party. RSSB (Rail Safety and Standards Board) has around 250
staff, including experts in a wide range of technical disciplines and other professionals such
as project managers, meeting facilitators and support staff.

RSSB is funded by levies on its members and grants for research from the Department for
Transport.

The GB railway is a complex system and all of the companies that are part of it share a
common purpose. They seek to deliver a safe, reliable and environmentally friendly railway
while offering value for money.

RSSB provides support and facilitation for a wide range of cross-industry activities including:

 Managing Railway Group Standards on behalf of the industry

 Leading the development of long-term safety strategy for the industry, including
the publication of annual Railway Strategic Safety Plans

 Proposing change through facilitation of the research and development
programme, education and awareness

 Measuring, reporting and informing on health and safety performance, safety
intelligence, trends, data and risk

 Supporting national programmes which address major areas of safety concern
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 Facilitating the effective representation of the GB rail industry in the
development of European legislation and standards that impact the rail
system

These are usually achieved through RSSB’s support to cross-industry working groups and
committees.

More about RSSB can be seen at: www.rssb.co.uk Written by RSSB

Guidance on ‘reasonable practicability’ from the
Railway Industry

by RSSB

Making judgements about what is or isn’t ‘reasonably practicable’ in accordance with UK law
has always been difficult. The primary legal duty relating to safety arises under the Health
and Safety at Work Act 1974 (HSWA) which requires companies to ensure safety so far as is
reasonably practicable (SFAIRP). However this is a general duty and there is little additional
case law to help clarify how a company can determine what measures are reasonably
practicable, and hence required under that legislation. Therefore there is the potential for
conflicting views to exist about how to interpret the law. Ultimately determination of whether
an action is reasonably practicable involves balancing its risks, costs and benefits. The
principle was set out in a Court of Appeal judgment in the case of Edwards [1]:

‘…a computation must be made…in which the quantum of risk is placed on one scale and
the sacrifice involved in the measures necessary for averting the risk (whether in money,
time or trouble) is placed in the other, and that, if it be shown that there is a gross
disproportion between them – the risk being insignificant to the sacrifice - the defendants
discharge the onus on them.’

Although it is informative to a point, there is much in this ruling that is ambiguous and it has
been interpreted in a variety of different ways in the 60 years since it was made. However its
interpretation is crucial to the management of safety across a range of safety critical
industries. Such guidance in its interpretation that has been produced has generally been
written by the regulatory community, and therefore provides an interpretation of how
regulation is undertaken in the context of ‘reasonable practicability’, This is subtly different
from a practical interpretation of ‘reasonable practicability’ for those with the direct
responsibility for managing risk.

To improve clarity on this issue in the railway industry RSSB last year published ‘Taking Safe
Decisions [2]’. The document follows an extensive programme of research, analysis and
consultation. It describes the railway industry consensus view of how decisions should be
taken by industry companies that properly protect the safety of rail industry staff, passengers
and others, satisfy the law and respect the interests of stakeholders, whilst remaining
commercially sound. The document was developed by a Think Tank of industry experts, and
has been endorsed by the industry. It was also developed concurrently with internal guidance
on cost-benefit analysis (CBA) in support of safety-related investment decisions, produced by
the Office of Rail Regulation for its own inspectors [3].

Figure 1: Different types of decision and their relationship to legal duties
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Taking safe decisions states that in the British railway industry duty holder decisions which
impact on safety are taken:

 In order to meet legal requirements

 Because they are sensible from a commercial perspective

These different types of decision have different implications and involve different
considerations which the document clarifies. Key clarifications are:

 Societal concern about risk impacts on government decision making. The document

states that societal concern should not be taken into account by duty holders when

deciding whether a measure is necessary to ensure safety so far as is reasonably

practicable (SFAIRP). However, the impact of societal concern on a company’s

reputation might mean that the company takes account of it optionally for business

reasons.

 A judgement about whether a measure is required to ensure safety so far as is

reasonably practicable might be supported in some circumstances by a cost-benefit

analysis (CBA). Specific guidance about how to construct a CBA for this purpose is

included

Doestheactivity that createsthe riskfall within theduty

holder’sundertaking?

Isthereamandatory requirement?

Identify reasonablypracticableaction(s)

Analyseactions

Current Good

Practice

Competencebased

judgement

Valuation/CBA

Decisionon reasonablypracticableaction(s)

Explicit decision togo further than the legal duty?

Policydecision to regulate?

Industrydeterminationof legal duty

Industrycommercial decision

Government/Regulators/PolicyMakers
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 This document clarifies that application of the tolerability of risk framework presented by

the HSE in Reducing Risks, Protecting People is not a requirement of the Heath and

Safety at Work Act etc 1974. The tolerability of risk framework is a conceptual guide for

regulators that may help duty holders manage and prioritise safety activity by providing

an alternative perspective on risk.

The first of these clarifications in particular is a hugely important one for the rail industry.
There were previously perceptions within the industry that unfair regulatory enforcement of
legal sanctions might be encouraged when there is political pressure on the government and
regulator, as might exist in the aftermath of a major accident. These perceptions had
historically given rise to examples of risk aversion with the potential to increase the costs of
the rail industry to the taxpayer. The government can, and do, react to ‘societal concerns’: as
elected bodies they have a mandate to do so. For example the Railway Safety Regulations
1999, mandated the fitment of a form of train protection to rolling stock on the British mainline
rail network. A CBA undertaken to look at this measure did not support the judgement that it
was necessary in order to reduce risk as low as is reasonably practicable [4]. This position is
reflected in railway regulatory guidance, which makes reference to TSD, and also states:
“Duty holders do not need to consider any potential socio-political response to a multi-fatality
incident; this is a matter for the government and regulators” ORR [5].

Taking safe decisions consists of much more than this clarification and is comprised of three
parts:

 Part 1 – a statement of principles.

 Part 2 – the decision taking framework, which describes how the principles can be put

into practice.

 Part 3 – a set of worked examples to show how the decision taking framework should

be applied.

Part 1 of the document should be of interest to both senior managers and safety
practitioners. Parts 2 and 3 provide guidance targeted at safety practitioners. “The route to
Taking safe decisions” is a record of the logical, practical and legal arguments behind the
industry consensus set out in this document. It is a useful reference for anyone wishing to
understand the basis of the industry consensus position described in Taking safe decisions
in more detail. All of these documents are freely available from the RSSB website (at
http://www.rssb.co.uk/safety/safety_strategies/sdmoukr.asp). ‘Taking Safe Decisions’ have
recently started to gain attention from outside the railway industry, for example being
recommended to members of the Safety and Reliability Society (SARS) through their
newsletter following a presentation at the recent SARS ALARP conference. It is planned to
release further tool support to aid in application of the principles described in Taking Safe
Decisions in the coming months. For example a Cost Benefit Analysis tool that is compliant
with Taking Safe Decisions and the related ORR guidance is due to be released in the new
year via the RSSB website www.safetyriskmodel.co.uk .

References
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––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Parliamentary and Scientific Committee
By Dr Ian Lawrenson

Established in 1939, the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee (P&SC) provides a long-
term liaison between Parliamentarians and scientific bodies, science-based industry,
academia and organisations representing those significantly affected by science. The main
aim is to focus on those issues where science and politics meet, informing members of both
Houses of Parliament by indicating the relevance of scientific and technological development
to matters of public interest and to the development of policy. It is an Associate
Parliamentary Group of members of both Houses of Parliament, British Members of the
European Parliament, together with representatives of scientific and technical institutions,
industrial organisations and universities. The Hazards Forum is a member as a scientific and
technical organisation.

Its main objectives are:

 to inform the scientific and industrial communities of activities within Parliament of a
scientific nature and of the progress of relevant legislation; and

 to keep Parliamentarians abreast of scientific affairs.

The Committee seeks to achieve these objectives by its meetings, held once a month when
Parliament is sitting, when a scientific or technological topic and its relationship with political
issues is debated, and by its publication ‘Science in Parliament’ which presents a record of
science and technology within the House of Parliament and the European Community. It
provides for the scientific community an insight into the information and briefings supplied to
Members of Parliament on scientific subjects. Each issue includes reports on the addresses
given to the P&SC, reports on the activities of the Science and Technology Committees in
both House and a summary of the briefings provided for MPs by the Parliamentary Office of
Science and Technology (POST) and the Science and Environment Section of the House of
Commons Library. The journal also contains detailed digests of debates and Parliamentary
Questions in the UK Parliament.

The most recent issue of ‘Science in Parliament’ contains articles and notes on the following.

PAIRING OF MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT WITH SCIENTISTS Dr Brian Iddon MP
THOUGHTS ON BECOMING CHAIRMAN Ian Taylor MP
UK FUSION IN THE ERA OF FUSION BURN Professor Steve Cowley
RETROFITTING EXISTING BUILDINGS TO OVERCOME
THE TRIPLE CHALLENGE OF CLIMATE, ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY Professor Michael Kelly
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CELEBRATING FOUR CENTURIES OF MODERN ASTRONOMY Dr Robert Massey
THE INSTITUTE OF CORROSION - A RUSTY PAST, A GOLDEN PRESENT AND A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Paul Lambert and Douglas Mills
EDUCATION AT THE WELLCOME TRUST Professor Derek Bell
PUBLIC INVESTMENT IN R&D DURING THE DOWNTURN Nick Dusic
HAVE WE PASSED PEAK OIL AND WHY DOES IT MATTER? Addresses to the P&SC by Dr Steven E Koorin

and Steven Sorrell
D0 WE NEED MORE MULTI-SKILLED SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
TO MANAGE ECONOMIC RECOVERY AND CHANGE? Seminar jointly arranged by DIUS and P&SC
UNCHARTERED TERRITORY: NICE BIOSIMILARS AND GROWTH HORMONE Dr Justin Warner
ANNUAL LUNCHEON OF THE PARLIAMENTARY AND SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE Guest of Honour

Lord Taverne
OBAMA - "WE WILL RESTORE SCIENCE TO ITS RIGHTFUL PLACE" Brian Ferrar,

SIN, British Embassy, Washington
PUBLIC DIALOGUE ON STEM CELL RESEARCH Karen Gooch
SCIENCE DIARY

It also contains other items including book reviews on various topics in science and
engineering.

Any member of the Hazards Forum who would like further information on any of these
articles, or who would like to be sent information on future meetings of the P&SC, should
contact the Hazards Forum principal link with P&SC, Dr Ian Lawrenson at
ilawrenson@aol.com. As a member of the P&SC, the Hazards Forum has two places at any
of the P&SC’s meetings, usually held in Portcullis House; anyone wishing to attend one of
these meetings should contact Dr Ian Lawrenson.

From the Secretary … …

The Forum wishes to thank Dr Ian Lawrenson for stepping in so readily as Guest Editor
for this edition of the Newsletter, the second time this year. Following the request in the last
Newsletter, it is looking as though a new Newsletter may have been found. More next time…

Personnel changes to the Secretariat staff occurred during November after a staff re-shuffle
at ICE. We thank Adam Kirkup, who will be leaving, for his work with us during the previous
twelve months and welcome Tim Fuller to the team instead. Those who attended the
evening event at IET in November will have had the opportunity to meet Tim.

The website continues to be updated, including information about the Executive
Committee which now includes their professional qualifications and affiliations. The calendar
continues to include some events from other organisations – and more are welcomed. It is
thus worth visiting from time to time to what else might be of interest – that is, in addition to
Hazards Forum events. As well as seeing developments in the events programme, a visit to
the sponsor’s page will show current and recent supporters of Hazards Forums events
together with a link to their home page as a gateway for seeking further information about
them and areas of business that may be of particular interest. The link is:
http://www.hazardsforum.org.uk/events/events_sponsors.asp .

A research project is being carried out for a member organisation - the HSE - where CIRIA,
in partnership with Loughborough University, are looking into Major Hazards in Construction.
Details are at www.ciria.org/service/con183 and expressions of interest are sought from
people with experience of that industry. The researchers say they are not seeking any
'corporate' views, just trying to make contact with individuals.
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HSE eNews – some examples

A few days after the Hazards Forum Evening Event on New Nuclear Build – Achieving High
Standards of Safety and Environmental Performance, the HSE published the following:

++ HSE reports on nuclear reactor designs ++
Interim assessment reports for two nuclear power station designs being considered for the UK.
http://www.hse.gov.uk/press/2009/e09110.htm?ebul=hsegen/30-nov-2009&cr=10

++ Step 3 reports - assessment of new nuclear power stations ++
An overall safety and security review and analysis of proposed reactor designs
http://www.hse.gov.uk/newreactors/reports.htm?ebul=hsegen/30-nov-2009&cr=11

As a reminder to the good news in Newsletter 64, the following is repeated:
++ Online publications now freely available to download ++
230 priced publications freely available through the new HSE Books website.
http://www.hse.gov.uk/news/2009/hse-books.htm?ebul=hsegen/07-sep-2009&cr=5

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Please check the Events section of the Hazards Forum website for more information at
www.hazardsforum.org.uk and to see any updates in the calendar. These may include

additional events or perhaps amendments to the Events shown below.
Please note that attendance is by invitation.

Date Event Venue Contact/further
information

2009

DECEMBER
up to March 14

Ergonomics;
Real Design - an Exhibition

The Design Museum,
28 Shad Thames,
London, SE1 2YD

Organised by The
Ergonomics Society

2010
MARCH

.

16 Hazards Forum AGM As event below

16 HF Evening Joint Event: Hazards
associated with decarbonised fuels -
Third of Three in the Energy Series.

The Geological Society,
Burlington House,
Piccadilly, London, W1J
0BG

Tim at
hazards.forum@ice.org.uk

JUNE

16 HF Evening Joint Event:
(Revised date)

IMechE, Birdcage Walk,
London (Provisional)

Tim at
hazards.forum@ice.org.uk

HF Evening Event:: Central London

17 Safety and Reliability Society:
Language of Safety

Royal Institution of Naval
Architects, Upper Belgrave
Street, London

www.sars.org.uk

28 - 29 HF Supported Event:: Institution of
Civil Engineers (ICE) – Innovate to
survive: Engineers for One Planet
Future ®

ICE, One Great George
Street, Westminster,
London, SW1P 3AA

www.ice-
innovatetosurvive.com/

JULY

17 Safety and Reliability Society event:
21st Century Reliability - the first
decade

The Raddison Edwardian
Hotel, Manchester

www.sars.org.uk

SEPTEMBER

21 HF Evening Event: (Provisional
date)

Central London
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The Hazards Forum’s Mission is to enable government, industry, science, universities, NGOs

and Individuals to find practical ways of approaching and resolving hazard and risk issues, in

the interests of mutual understanding, public confidence and safety.

The forum was established in 1989 by four of the principal engineering institutions because of

concern about the major disasters which had occurred about that time.

The Hazards Forum holds regular meetings on a wide range of subjects relating to hazards

and safety, produces publications on such topics, and provides opportunities for

interdisciplinary contacts and discussions.

The Hazards Forum

One Great George Street

Westminster

London SW1P 3AA

Telephone: 020 7665 2230

Fax: 020 7799 1325

Website: www.hazardsforum.org.uk

Registered charity number 1047047


